Enhance Accessibility for Travelers
Who are Blind or Have Low Vision
Easy to deploy (no training or hardware) - Affordable ($5K-$40K/year)
Supporting people with disabilities is an ongoing imperative for Airports
and Airlines. Launched in 2017, Aira is a proven solution, deployed at over
50 US Airports and provided a combined 47 years of 24/7 service.

Navigation made simple
Remote, live Aira Agents provide real-time
personalized instructions and information via the
free Aira mobile app. Travelers can freely and
conﬁdently move through crowds, avoid obstacles,
and arrive at their desired locations on time,
improving their overall experience.

Adapt to Changes
Flight delays, gate changes, construction, and COVID
protocols are common challenges for all travelers.
With Aira, an agent can review schedule boards and
inform the traveler of any adjustments to be made.

Enhance Wait Time
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Passengers consistently cite wait time as a negative
in their airport experience. With Aira, an agent can
direct a traveler who is blind or has low vision to
available seating, comfort stations, or a nearby
restaurant, and interpret menus rather than have to
rely on busy staff for assistance.

Aira Combines the Latest Technology
with Human Interaction
What is Aira?
Aira is #1 app and service for the blind, low vision and elderly
community. Aira’s 24/7 service connects travelers who want
personalized information to professional, in-country agents who
describe the traveler’s environment and use the Aira Information
Dashboard (AID™) to access the internet, airport details and more.
The Aira mobile app makes use of camera and video enabling an
Aira Agent to assist through visual interpreting and virtual assisting
—describing, reading, explaining, navigating, planning—just about
anything.
At the touch of a button, Aira delivers instant access to
information, enhancing eﬃciency, engagement, and independence.

What is the Aira Airport Network?
The Aira Airport Network equips transportation authorities with the
ability to make the on-demand service available to anyone when
they are on premise. Over 50 airports are members and more than
65% of all large hub airports partner with Aira.

Deployment and Maintenance Made Simple
Aira provisions the service in one day by creating a GPS based
“geofence” making Aira available while on campus; completely
supported and maintained by Aira.
● No change or impact to Airport Operations
● Eliminates the need to provide push-assist as an
accommodation allowing staff to focus on others.

“I have traveled hundreds of airports across the country. This is the
ﬁrst time I could do so without assistance. fantastic!”
To schedule a demonstration, or learn more about the Aira Airport Network,
visit aira.io/airports or email access@aira.io.

